These photos are representative of the trail rehabilitation that SOTA did as part of our Destination Ready Project (the Taylor Creek Project). The photos only show portions of the work done but do not show every area that was worked on since many spots were not photographed before or during the work. Labor was a mix of paid contract and volunteer labor.

Clearing rocky section of trail

Landslide area post fire
Landslide passable but sketchy

Reinforcing landslide area. Logs held in place with T-posts
Landslide area easily rideable

Blown out crossing on Taylor Creek Trail
Backfilling new culvert with rock

Finished crossing
Washed out drainage crossing
Rebuilt drainage crossing
Close up of rock fill in drainage crossing
Large hole caused by fire
Trail rebuilt and hole reinforced
Narrow and rough, littered with rocks

Loose slide area below trail
Preparing area for reinforcement

First log placed. Log was held in place with T-post sections
Finished reinforcement

Wider view of rehabilitated area
Eroded, damaged drainage crossing. Deep and narrow makes it hard to ride through.

Preparing crossing for reinforcing. Nearby materials were accumulated to use in the rebuild.
Rebuilt drainage crossing, reinforced with local materials. More easily passable by bicycle.

Rocky, narrow, trail with encroaching brush.
Vegetation cut back, trail smoothed and widened

More rehabilitated trail